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Abstract
Fast computation of global illumination is one of the
most researched topics in computer graphics. This paper presents a real-time computer graphics library called
mallumo, which achieves global illumination with voxelbased cone tracing, and its components, namely support
for high dynamic range data stored in voxels, anisotropic
filtering of voxels, support for different cone distributions,
rendering of atmospheric effects, and a method for realtime rendering of volumetric clouds. These components
are compared and benchmarked in various configurations.
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Introduction

Achieving photorealism is crucial in many industries such
as film effects, video games or architecture visualization.
The major component in making images photo-realistic is
the calculation of a set of effects known as global illumination (GI), such as specular and diffuse reflections, refractions, and soft shadows. The computation of GI is a
widely known and studied problem and the most widely
used method to achieve the effects mentioned above is by
simulating light transport.
Correctly simulating light transport is a computationally
expensive operation, due to the recursive nature of rendering equation, so many alternative methods were developed
to approximate the desired result in various ways. Approximations can be divided into two groups: offline, which
tries to stay close to physical correctness at the expense
of computational time, and real-time, which foregoes correctness to provide visually convincing results usable for
interactive use cases. The former group has seen steady
progress in the last decades, mostly using Monte Carlo
methods, and is widely used in the movie and architectural
visualization industries.
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Most real-time solutions that emerged in the last decade
have seen very few applications, mainly because they still
require a relatively large portion of the graphics processing unit’s (GPU) processing power while existing applications already utilize most of GPU’s power, not leaving
enough for GI computation. Each real-time GI algorithm
has a different trade-off regarding the quality or required
precomputation.
In this paper, we present our implementation of a cone
tracing method operating on voxel grid based on work of
Green and Crassin [6], which requires features found only
in recent GPU generations, for example, atomics, arbitrary
read and writes to textures, geometry shaders, and compute shaders. These features allow the implementation to
run in real-time on current hardware, although they usually eliminate these methods as candidates for inclusion
in game engines, where support for web browsers, mobile
systems, or older computers is required.
In order to create realistic images, mallumo also contains algorithms for rendering atmosphere and clouds. To
provide their realistic simulation in real-time interactive
applications, a great effort is spent to make them look convincing, but in many cases, this effort falls short, and the
results may not be of desired quality. Fortunately, the latest advances in hardware made it possible to render volumetric clouds in real-time. In mallumo, we procedurally
generate volumetric clouds, and implement atmospheric
effects such as the colour of the sky dependent on the position of the sun, and transmittance of light in objects inside
the atmosphere and beyond the atmospheric boundary.
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Related Work

There are many alternative approaches to computing
global illumination in real-time. Virtual points lights algorithm introduced by Keller [12] computes many intersections of light rays which then all light the scene. This algorithm requires a costly precomputation phase and is therefore suited only for static geometry. Reflective shadow
maps introduced by Dachsbacher [7] reuse shadow maps
as indirect illumination sources. This method needs to
importance sample the shadow maps to obtain real-time
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